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Orange Pineapple Energy Drink
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One SKU, Many Uses: Easy Appetizers
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Vending & Micro Market Convenience Portfolio Video
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biscuit & sausage casserole made with campbell’s® cream of mushroom soup
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You can unsubscribe at any time. By signing up you understand and agree to our Privacy Policy.

Stay on top of the latest industry insights and get inspired with culinary trends and recipes delivered
directly to your inbox.




Select your segment*
Business & Industry
College & University
Healthcare
K-12 Schools
Lodging
Restaurant
Vending & Micromarket
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Our Family of Brands
At Campbell's Foodservice, we’re so much more than the company that delivers the premium soup, craveable eats, treats, snacks and beverage brands consumers love. We’re your partner, here to help you deliver great-tasting meals and snacks that perform as well in the back of the house as they do in the front.





Everything
Soups
Snacks
Beverages
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×

Campbell’s® Shelf-Stable Soups, Sauces, Entrees and Gravies

Enjoy unlimited possibilities.

Campbell is more than just soup. It’s sauces, gravies and entrees too. But more than that, it’s an opportunity to create something new. To let your creativity shine while staying on budget. A chance to discover endless possibilities built on the quality and craveability of Campbell.

Learn More
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Campbell’s® Culinary Reserve

Soups With Swagger

We craft and fully cook our soups with high-quality ingredients and flash-freeze them for peak freshness and consistent flavor.

Learn More
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Pepperidge Farm® Goldfish®

The Snack That Smiles Back®

Create more memorable moments with the fun snack that has made kids, adults and operators smile for decades.

Learn More
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Kettle Brand®

Crafted in Batches for Big Flavor

With bold flavors and carefully selected ingredients, Kettle Brand® chips offer a flavorful
complement to every soup, sandwich, and any other meal.

Learn More
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Pacific Foods

Made for Coffee and Beyond

The first line of plant-based beverages made for coffee in the U.S., the subtle flavor of Pacific Foods Barista Series™ allows coffee to shine through.

Learn More
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Lance® Crackers

Nothing Stacks Up to Lance® Crackers

Complete your meal with Lance® Saltines, Wheat Twins™ and Captain’s Wafers® crackers, or offer the perfect snack with America’s leading sandwich crackers.1

Learn More
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Snyder’s of Hanover® Pretzels

A Crunch for Every Occasion

When it comes to delivering the crunch your patrons are craving, Snyder’s of Hanover®
has you covered.

Learn More
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Snack Factory® Pretzel Crisps

Dippable. Snackable. Flat-Out Delicious.

Thin and crunchy without giving up that delicious classic pretzel flavor, Snack Factory® Pretzel Crisps are an excellent addition to quick-service restaurants, vending machines and micro markets.
micro markets.

Learn More
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Cape Cod® Potato Chips

Crafted for Big Flavor

As a simply sophisticated chip worth savoring, Cape Cod® chips are the perfect go-to for quick-service and full-service restaurants as well as vending and micro markets.

Learn More
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V8® Beverages

The Original Plant-Powered Drink

With a blend of fruits and vegetables across products, V8® beverages are shelf stable and the easy choice for plant-powered goodness on the go.

Learn More
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Pepperidge Farm® Bakery

Happy Snacks from Happy Bakers

From baked crackers and cookies to stuffing, puff pastry and more, our heritage of baking is deeply ingrained in our guest and operator-loved products.

Learn More
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Swanson

The Perfect Backbone to Your Culinary Creations

Made with no artificial ingredients, Swanson 100% natural broths, stocks and canned chicken provide perfectly balanced flavor for your perfectly flavored recipes.

Learn More
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Prego

Choose Taste. Choose Prego®.

Rich, hearty and perfectly seasoned, Prego® Italian Sauces deliver a thick texture that doesn’t water out and classic pasta sauce taste everybody loves. No wonder it’s the authentic sauce brand that’s as versatile as it is delicious.

Learn More
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Late July

Bring Out the Good Chips

With high-quality organic and non-GMO ingredients, Late July® multigrain tortilla chips
are the leading Organic Tortilla Chip in the U.S.1

Learn More
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Pace® Sauces

Setting the Pace Since 1947

With Pace® sauces, you’re just seconds away from the authentic taste of the Southwest
no matter where you find yourself.

Learn More
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breakfast burrito made with v8® original vegetable juice


Made with slow -cooked chicken simmered in a spicy vegetable broth as well as scrambled eggs ad fresh pico de gallo salsa, this Mexican-inspired breakfast dish is great for grab and go.

View Recipe
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grape tomato & chayote salad made with v8® spicy hot vegetable juice
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white cheddar cauliflower toast
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tomato braised short rib dinner
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vegan rainbow chili








View Recipe Library

See the Latest Trends & Insights
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TrendPulse
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Fall Insights
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Winter Insights





Discover the Possibilities for Your Operation
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Business & Industry


From micro markets and cafeterias to on-site dining, our diverse portfolio offers a wealth of possibilities for today’s workplace environment.
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College & University


Vegetarian? Gluten-free? Plant-based? Our products are not only nourishing and delicious, but they also meet the lifestyle needs of today’s college students.
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Healthcare


Budget-conscious, low sodium, portion-controlled, ready-to-eat—our products are tailored to meet the needs of your patients, residents, visitors and staff.
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K-12 Schools


With whole grain snacking options and nutritional lunch offerings, we’re your trusted partner in serving happiness through breakfast, lunch and everything in between.
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Lodging


From restaurants and catering to micro markets, we offer a variety of products and services to ensure your guests enjoy food at every touchpoint in their home away from home.
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Restaurants


Labor-saving solutions that meet today’s food-savvy consumer expectations? We’ve got you covered, from QSRs and fine dining to everything in between.
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Vending & Micro Market


Excite hungry on-the-go customers with top brands and crave-worthy products in  convenient, grab-and-go sizes.











Connect with Us



  



Sign up for our newsletter

Get the latest news and updates from Campbell’s Foodservice.


Subscribe
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  What’s Next
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Browse products from our catalog. 

View Products
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Speak with a Campbell's sales representative. 

Contact Us
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View the latest business trends and insights. 

Get Inspired
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Need help with something?




800.879.7687


Stay connected with Campbell’s
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